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MolecularMolecular phylogeneticsphylogenetics

MichaelMichael WorobeyWorobey

Next two lectures:Next two lectures:

• What is a phylogenetic tree?

• How are trees inferred using molecular data?

• How do you assess confidence in trees and 
clades on trees?

• Why do trees for different data sets sometimes 
conflict?

• What can you do with trees beyond simply 
inferring relatedness?

Molecular Molecular phylogenetics phylogenetics fundamentalsfundamentals
All of life is related by common ancestry. Recovering this pattern, the "Tree of 

Life", is one of the primary goals of evolutionary biology.  Even at the 
population level, the phylogenetic tree is indispensable as a tool for estimating 
parameters of interest. Likewise at the among species level, it is 
indispensable for examining patterns of diversification over time. First, you 
need to be familiar with some tree terminology.

Tree terminologyTree terminology

A tree is a mathematical structure which is used to model the actual evolutionary 
history of a group of sequences or organisms. This actual pattern of historical 
relationships is the phylogeny or evolutionary tree which we try and 
estimate. A tree consists of nodes connected by branches (also called 
edges). Terminal nodes (also called leaves, OTUs [Operational 
Taxonomic Units], external nodes or terminal taxa) represent sequences 
or organisms for which we have data; they may be either extant or extinct.

•• ItIt’’s all about ancestor and s all about ancestor and 
offspring populations, offspring populations, 
lineages branchinglineages branching

•• The ancestor could be The ancestor could be 
distant great grandmother distant great grandmother 
or a human or a human 
immunodeficiency virusimmunodeficiency virus

•• The ancestral form of The ancestral form of 
some gene (a some gene (a ““markermarker””) is ) is 
inherited in two offspring inherited in two offspring 
lineageslineages

•• LetLet’’s assume that wes assume that we’’re re 
looking at virus from a looking at virus from a 
““patient 0patient 0”” who then who then 
infects two othersinfects two others

All the All the phylogenetics phylogenetics 
you need to know, in you need to know, in 

5 minutes5 minutes……

patient 0patient 0

patient 1patient 1

patient 2patient 2

PhylogeneticsPhylogenetics interludeinterlude

•• Mutations happen when Mutations happen when 
genetic material is copiedgenetic material is copied

•• Changes accumulate Changes accumulate 
independently along each independently along each 
branch (within each newbranch (within each new
infecteeinfectee))

•• If one of these patients If one of these patients 
now infects two new now infects two new 
victims, they inherit those victims, they inherit those 
changeschanges

PhylogeneticsPhylogenetics interludeinterlude
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•• Eventually, a series of Eventually, a series of 
branching events, plus branching events, plus 
mutations along each mutations along each 
branch, lead to 4 current branch, lead to 4 current 
HIV infected patientsHIV infected patients

•• Their viruses display Their viruses display 
genetic diversity that genetic diversity that 
reflects their evolutionary reflects their evolutionary 
historyhistory

patient 6patient 6

patient 5patient 5

patient 4patient 4

patient 3patient 3

patient 2patient 2

patient 0patient 0

PhylogeneticsPhylogenetics interludeinterlude

•• Unfortunately, we almost Unfortunately, we almost 
never have access to that never have access to that 
historyhistory

•• What we What we cancan do, is go out do, is go out 
into nature and sample into nature and sample 
genetic markersgenetic markers

•• Then we work Then we work backwardsbackwards
to infer the most likely to infer the most likely 
series of events that gave series of events that gave 
rise to what we observerise to what we observe

PhylogeneticsPhylogenetics interludeinterlude

•• In this case, we would In this case, we would 
infer a tree that correctly infer a tree that correctly 
recapitulated the chain recapitulated the chain 
of infectionsof infections……

PhylogeneticsPhylogenetics interludeinterlude PhylogeneticsPhylogenetics interludeinterlude

TRUE TRANSMISSION HISTORY
AND SAMPLING TIMES

INFERRED TREE FROM GENE 
SEQUENCES

PhylogeneticsPhylogenetics interludeinterlude PhylogeneticsPhylogenetics interludeinterlude
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•• Sequences recovered from the Sequences recovered from the victimvictim

•• Sequences recovered from the Sequences recovered from the patientpatient

•• Sequences also recovered from Sequences also recovered from otherother
HIVHIV--positive individuals from the positive individuals from the same same 
citycity

PhylogeneticsPhylogenetics interludeinterlude

•• The evolutionary pattern in this HIV The evolutionary pattern in this HIV 
phylogeny is just like the pattern in phylogeny is just like the pattern in 
humanhuman mtDNAmtDNA

•• In both, we see a subpopulation In both, we see a subpopulation 
that has recently emerged from a that has recently emerged from a 
more diverse more diverse ““sourcesource”” populationpopulation

•• A few years of HIV evolution = 1 A few years of HIV evolution = 1 
million years of humanmillion years of human mtDNA mtDNA 
evolutionevolution

HIV

Human

PhylogeneticsPhylogenetics interludeinterlude

Tree terminologyTree terminology

Internal nodes represent hypothetical ancestors; the ancestor of all the sequences 
that comprise the tree is the root of the tree. Edges can also be classified as 
internal (leading to an internal node) or external (leading to an external 
node). Most methods try to estimate the amount of evolution that takes place 
between each node on the tree, which can be represented as branch 
length. The branching pattern of the tree is its topology.

Tree stylesTree styles

There are many different ways of drawing trees, so it is important to know whether 
these different ways actually reflect differences in the kind of tree, or whether 
they are simply stylistic conventions. Think of the tree as a mobile: 

polytomiespolytomies

These polytomies can represent two different 
situations; first they may represent 
simultaneous divergence- all the descendants 
evolved at the same time (a 'hard' polytomy); 
alternatively, they may indicate uncertainty 
about phylogenetic relationships (a 'soft' 
polytomy).

Tree fundamentalsTree fundamentals

In phylogenetic software, trees are commonly 
represented in shorthand via parenthetical 
notation (especially important when loading 
constraint trees to test hypotheses).

Different kinds of trees can be used to depict different aspects of evolutionary 
history. The most basic tree is the cladogram which simply shows 
relative recency of common ancestry. Additive trees (phylograms) depict 
the amount of evolutionary change that has occurred along the different 
branches. Ultrametric trees (dendograms) depict the times of 
divergence. 
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Rooted and Rooted and unrooted unrooted treestrees
Cladograms and additive trees can either be 

rooted or unrooted. A rooted tree has a node 
identified as the root from which ultimately all 
other nodes descend, hence a rooted tree has 
direction. This direction corresponds to 
evolutionary time. Unrooted trees lack a 
root, and therefore do not specify evolutionary 
relationships in quite the same way. They do 
not allow the determination of ancestors and 
descendants.

Here we have an unrooted tree for human, 
chimpanzee, gorilla, orang, and gibbon (B).  
The rooted tree (above) corresponds to the 
placement of the root on the branch leading to 
gibbon.

consensus treesconsensus trees monophyleticmonophyletic cladesclades

Inferring phylogeniesInferring phylogenies

• All phylogeny reconstruction methods assume 
you start with a set of aligned sequences.

• The alignment is the statement of homology, 
that is shared ancestry from which historical 
inferences are made. The alignment, then, 
becomes critical to reconstructing phylogenies.

• In some cases, the alignment is trivial. In many 
cases it is not.

Inferring phylogeniesInferring phylogenies
• There are two fundamental ways of treating data; as distances or as 

discrete characters.
• Distance methods first convert aligned sequences into a pairwise distance 

matrix, then input that matrix into a tree building method
• Discrete methods consider each nucleotide site (or some function of each 

site) directly. Consider the following example: 
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Inferring phylogeniesInferring phylogenies

Clustering methods versus  optimality methods

• There are also two fundamental ways of finding the 
“best” phylogenetic tree

• Clustering methods use some algorithm to cobble 
together a single tree

• Optimality methods survey all possible trees and 
compare how well they fit the data

Phylogeny reconstruction: maximum parsimonyPhylogeny reconstruction: maximum parsimony
The data for maximum parsimony 

comprise individual nucleotide 
sites. For each site the goal is to 
reconstruct the evolution of that site 
on a tree subject to the constraint of 
invoking the fewest possible 
evolutionary changes.

In parsimony we are optimizing the total 
number of evolutionary changes on 
the tree or tree length. The tree 
length, then, is the sum of the 
number of changes at each site. So, 
if we have k sites, each with a length 
of l, then the length L of the tree is 
given by 

Phylogeny reconstruction: maximum likelihood Phylogeny reconstruction: maximum likelihood 
The method of maximum likelihood is a contribution of RA Fisher, who first 

investigated its properties in 1922.

Principle: evaluate all possible trees (topology and branch lengths) and substitution 
model parameters (TS/TV, base freq, rate heterogeneity etc.).  These are the 
hypotheses.  Choose the one that maximizes the likelihood of your data (the 
alignment)

Likelihood: Given that the coin you’re tossing just gave you 15 heads out of 100 
tosses, the likelihood that it is fair is very small.

Given the nature of molecular evolutionary data, where evolution has run just once, 
yielding one data set, maximum likelihood is a powerful framework--evaluate a 
bunch of different hypotheses to find the one most likely to have generated the 
observed data!

A nonA non--biological example: coin tossingbiological example: coin tossing
If the probability of an event X dependent on 
model parameters p is written 

P ( X | p )

then we would talk about the likelihood 

L ( p | X )

that is, the likelihood of the parameters given 
the data. 

A nonA non--biological example: coin tossingbiological example: coin tossing
Say we toss a coin 100 times and observe 56 
heads and 44 tails. Instead of assuming that p
is 0.5, we want to find the MLE for p. Then 
we want to ask whether or not this value 
differs significantly from 0.50. 

How do we do this? We find the value for p
that makes the observed data most likely. 

p       L
--------------
0.48    0.0222
0.50    0.0389
0.52    0.0581
0.54    0.0739
0.56    0.0801
0.58    0.0738
0.60    0.0576
0.62    0.0378

A nonA non--biological example: coin tossingbiological example: coin tossing

So why did we waste our time with the 
maximum likelihood method? In such a 
simple case as this, nobody would use 
maximum likelihood estimation to evaluate p. 
But not all problems are this simple!
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Traditional Traditional 
versus versus 

Bayesian Bayesian 
phylogeneticsphylogenetics

Traditional versus Bayesian Traditional versus Bayesian phylogeneticsphylogenetics

Estimating confidence: Bootstrapping treesEstimating confidence: Bootstrapping trees

Phylogeny reconstruction: Bayesian methodsPhylogeny reconstruction: Bayesian methods
But first, Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)…

A method for integrating complex high-dimensional spaces.  In other words, it 
involves traveling through a set of solutions such that every point is 
visited at a frequency equal to its likelihood.  Basically  it’s hill climbing, 
but can head downhill sometimes too--a wandering among states that is 
biased toward better states.

This allows you to sample from a ridiculously huge hypothesis space.  The chain 
spends most of its time in higher probability regions.
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Phylogeny reconstruction: Bayesian methodsPhylogeny reconstruction: Bayesian methods
The most widely used MCMC method is the Metropolis algorithm:

1. Start at some tree.

2. Pick a neighboring tree in hypothesis space.  Call this the proposal.

3. Compute the ratio (R) of the probabilities of the proposed new tree and the old 
tree.

4. If R >=1, accept the new tree as the current tree.

5. If R < 1, draw a number between 0 and 1.  If this number is less than R, accept 
the new tree as the current tree.

6. Otherwise, reject the new tree and keep the old tree.

7. Return to step 2.

This algorithm never terminates.  It is a Markov chain because it is a random 
process in which the next change depends only on the current state.

Phylogeny reconstruction: Bayesian methodsPhylogeny reconstruction: Bayesian methods

Phylogeny reconstruction: Bayesian methodsPhylogeny reconstruction: Bayesian methods

Traditional versus Bayesian Traditional versus Bayesian phylogeneticsphylogenetics
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Why the conflict?

Gene trees vs species trees 1:duplicationGene trees vs species trees 1:duplication
Gene trees don’t always match species 

trees.  Why is that?

Some genes belong to multigene families 
which have arisen from duplication events

Gene duplication means that some gene pairs 
are orthologous and others paralogous

Orthologous genes: MRCA did not undergo 
duplication

Paralogous genes: MRCA duplicated

1,2,3:  ((A,B),C) 4,2,3:  (A,(B,C)) X

1,2,6:  ((A,B),C) 4,2,6: ((A,C),B) X

1,5,3:  ((A,C),B) X 4,5,3: ((A,B),C) 

1,5,6:  (A,(B,C)) X 4,5,6: ((A,B),C)

Gene trees vs species trees 1:duplicationGene trees vs species trees 1:duplication

Gene trees vs species trees 2: lineage sortingGene trees vs species trees 2: lineage sorting

Even restricting analysis to orthologous genes 
cannot, in principle, guarantee that gene 
tree = species tree because of ancestral 
polymorphism and differential survival of 
alleles (lineage sorting)

At speciation, lineage A was polymorphic, with 
one allele more closely related to lineage 
B’s allele than to the other lineage A one.

If the polymorphism persists until a 
subsequent speciation event, gene tree 
will support ((A2,B),A).

If coalescence times tend to be greater than 
the intervals between speciation, things 
will be messy.

Gene trees vs species trees 3: horizontal Gene trees vs species trees 3: horizontal 
transfertransfer
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What can you do with trees beyond simply inferring 
relatedness? (molecular clocks)

Korber et al. Fig 4

Korber 
et al. 
Fig 4

Korber et al. Fig 2
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What can you do with trees beyond simply inferring 
relatedness? (genome evolution)

•MHC genes play important roles in immunity

•MHC class I presents antigen from viruses to killer T cells

•These genes are in a brisk arms race with pathogens
Hurt et al. Fig 3

*

Hurt et al. Fig 3

•Phylogenetic trees (in 
this case a 
distance/algorithm 
method was used) can 
reveal expansion of 
genes within species

•Here, MHC class I 
genes show species 
specific amplification 
since the split between 
mouse and rat

What can you do with trees beyond simply 
inferring relatedness? (ancestral reconstruction)

What can you do with trees beyond simply 
inferring relatedness?

•Adey et al. (1994) resurrected an extinct ancestral 
promotor for a subfamily of retroposons that dispersed in 
the mouse genome several million years ago

•The retroposons are no longer transcriptionally or 
transpositionally active

•They hypothesized that the promoter may have 
accumulated deleterious mutations, used extant 
sequences to infer the ancestor

•Chemically synthesized it and found it reawakened the 
retroposon

What can you do with trees beyond simply 
inferring relatedness?
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What can you do with trees beyond simply 
inferring relatedness?

•Chang et al. (2002) used maximum likelihood 
phylogenetic ancestral reconstruction methods to recreate 
a putative ancestral archosaur visual pigment (ca. 240 
mya)

What can you do with trees beyond simply 
inferring relatedness?

Chang et al. Fig 1

What can you do with trees beyond simply 
inferring relatedness?

•To determine if these ancestral pigments would be 
functionally active, the corresponding genes were 
chemically synthesized and then expressed in tissue 
culture

What can you do with trees beyond simply inferring 
relatedness?

Chang et al. Fig 2

What can you do with trees beyond simply 
inferring relatedness?

•The expressed artificial genes were all found to yield 
stable photoactive pigments with max values of about 508 
nm, which is slightly redshifted relative to that of extant 
vertebrate pigments.

What can you do with trees beyond simply inferring 
relatedness?

Chang et al. Fig 3

•What might you speculate 
about the behavior of the 
ancestral archosaur based 
on these results?
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Worobey Worobey et al.et al. (2002) (2002) Science. Science. 296:296: 211.211.


